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Abstract. Agents must decide, i.e., choose a preferred option from
among a large set of alternatives, according to the precise context where
they are immersed. Such a capability defines to what extent they are au-
tonomous. But, there is no one way of deciding, and the classical mode of
taking utility functions as the sole support is not adequate for situations
constrained by qualitative features (such as wine selection, or putting
together a football team). The BVG agent architecture relies on the use
of values (multiple dimensions against which to evaluate a situation) to
perform choice among a set of candidate goals. In this paper, we pro-
pose that values can also be used to guide the adoption of new goals
from other agents. We argue that agents should base their rationalities
on choice rather than search.

1 Introduction

For more than a decade, agent programming was based upon the BDI (Belief-
Desire-Intention) model [12], and backed by Bratman’s human practical reason-
ing theory [6]. However, this framework is not completely clarified and extended
for taking motivations and open situations into account. When looking deeply
into the autonomy issue, we were faced with decision making at large, within
non-deterministic contexts, because the BDI idea was not able to allow the im-
plementation of a sound choice machinery. As a matter of fact, this issue is
innovative from a cognitive science point of view, and our proposal based on
values allows for a richer alternative to the so-called classical utility functions.

From a cognitive modelling standpoint, we bring the issue of choice into
the nucleus of the agent architecture, and provide the mechanisms for adapta-
tion of the choice machinery. From a decision theory standpoint, we propose a
choice model that expands on the notion of utility to tackle multiple dimensions,
and dynamic adaptation. From a philosophy of mind standpoint, we argue that
evaluation of the results of choice cannot be made in absolute terms (the perfect
choice does not exist), and so rationality is individual, situated and multi-varied.
From a social simulation standpoint, we provide mechanisms to regulate (and
later observe) interactions, namely, rules for goal adoption based on curiosity
and imitation.

In [1, 3], we have proposed a new model of rationality that goes beyond utility
and encompasses the notion of value as a central component for decision-making



Table 1. Comparison between the utilitarian and the multiple-values approaches.

Utility functions Choice functions

one dimension several dimensions
utility values

closed world open world
linear orderings quasi-orderings

beforehand computation execution-time computation

and computing importance. In this model, an agent has its cognitive machinery
roughly included in a BDI framework, and produces its choices from available
alternatives by considering, for the given situation, how each relevant value is
affected. A calculus performs choices by collapsing all these partial assessments
into a sorted list of actions to be performed. This must be made in execution time,
since it is not possible to foretell all relevant possibilities beforehand. Evaluative
assessments can evolve, as values are dynamic objects in the mind, and so can be
added, removed, or changed. This framework does not add up to multi-attribute
utility theory [10], anymore than it does to classical utility: the conditions for
both these two choice theories are far too demanding, namely all alternatives
must be comparable, and transitivity (or coherence) must be observed.

All these operations are favoured by the contact of the agent with the envi-
ronment, including other agents, or some user. If we want to achieve enhanced
adaptability to a complex, dynamic environment, we should provide the agent
with motivations, rather than plain commands. A degree of autonomy is re-
quested, as well as responsibility and animation. Autonomy is a social notion, and
concerns the influence from other agents (including the user). An autonomous
agent should be allowed to refuse some order or suggestion from another agent,
but it should be allowed to adopt it as well.

In [3], the value-based adaptive calculus provided some interesting results
when facing decision problems that called for some adaptability, even in the
absence of all the relevant information. However, there remains one difficulty in
assessing the results of those experiments: how do we evaluate our evaluations?
We need meta-values with which to assess those results, but this calls for a
designer, and amounts to look for emergent phenomena. It can be argued that if
these ‘higher’ values exist why not to use them for decision? This dilemma shows
clearly the ad hoc character of most solutions, and the difficulty in escaping it.

We can conceive two ways out. The first is the development of an ontology of
values, to be used in some class of situations. Higher or lower, values have their
place in this ontology, and their relations are clearly defined. For a given problem
the relevant values can be identified and used, and appropriate experimental
predictions postulated and tested.

The second is the object of this paper. By situating the agent in an environ-
ment with other agents, autonomy becomes a key ingredient, to be used with
care and balance. The duality of value sets becomes a necessity, as agents cannot



access values at the macro level, made judiciously coincide with the designer val-
ues. The answer is the designer, and the problem is methodological. The BVG
(Beliefs, Values and Goals) model update mechanism provides a way to put to
test this liaison between agent and designer. And, it clarifies definitely one of
the mysteries of the BDI model, usually translated in an ad hoc way when some
application is implemented.

In the next section we shed some light on the notion of choice, and argue
for the introduction of motivational concepts different from the ones usually
considered in BDI (i.e. desires). Decision is about choice and preference, and not
about plans and search. Next we introduce the BVG architecture, and its related
mechanisms for decision. In the fourth section we sustain that the multiple values
decision framework will produce agents with enhanced autonomy, and present
some value-based modes for regulating agent interaction. Then, we deal with one
of these modes, by presenting concrete mechanisms for goal adoption. Section 6
discusses some forms of orderings we can use for the serialisation of candidate
options. In section 7 and 8 we introduce our main case study, and discuss some
of the experimental results we obtained. Finally we conclude by arguing that
choice is one of the main ingredients for autonomy.

2 Departing from BDI

“Practical reasoning is a matter of weighing conflicting considerations
for and against competing options, where the relevant considerations are
provided by what the agent desires/values/cares about and what the
agent believes.” [6, page 17]

Bratman’s theory of human practical reasoning was the inspiring set of ideas
of the most used model of agency till today, the BDI model, where the trade-off
is between two distinct processes: deciding what (deliberation) versus deciding
how (means-ends reasoning). Yet, the aim of the overall mechanism is directed
towards actions, agent autonomy is out of the argumentation. So, the decision-
making activity is not faced and its choosing stage not fully understood. We are
firmly convinced that without discussing how “competing options” are ranged,
ordered, and selected, autonomy is no longer possible. Our thesis is the following:
any agent uses values to decide and finally execute some action. So, we need
a theory of human practical decision to help us design and implement such
autonomous agents.

Looking back to the first implementation of the BDI model, IRMA and PRS
architectures (cf. respectively [7, 13]), we found a simple control loop between
the deliberation and the means-ends reasoning processes. Further enhancements
focused the deliberation process, the commitment strategies, the intention recon-
sideration [15], and the introduction of a belief revision function, a meta-level
control component, or a plan generation function.

However, if we take a mainstream account of decision making such as [14], we
find four stages involved: information gathering, likelihood estimation, delibera-
tion (pondering of the alternatives) and choosing. If we look at Wooldridge’s [15]



descriptions of both deliberation (deciding what to do) and means-ends reason-
ing (deciding how to do it), we will discover that both are decision processes, and
so can be encompassed by the above account. Studying the famous Cohen and
Levesque’s equation, Intention = Choice + Commitment, we discovered that the
choice part was no so much dissected when compared to the commitment one,
and no good reasons were found. BDI is a logician’s dream that such processes
can be ‘solved’ by theorem proving, or search, but those are not problems to be
solved, rather decisions to be made. Or, broadly speaking, the issue at stake is
not search, but rather choice. Search would imply the optimisation of a (one-
dimensional) function, whereas in choice we can have a weighing over several
dimensions (n-dimensional valuing).

The whole decision process is a mix of quantitative and qualitative modes
of reasoning: first, a list of sub-goals is built by deliberation, and without any
order; second, a partial order is imposed by weighing and valuing conflicting
considerations (e.g. feelings); third, the first sub-goals attached with values are
“organised” unconsciously before the mind makes itself up. Recent findings of
neuropsychology have come to the conclusion that many of our actions and
perceptions are carried out by the unconscious part of our brains, and this means
that emotion is no longer the sole control apparatus of decision-making [5].

The BVG (Beliefs, Values, Goals) model relaxes desires and intentions (gath-
ered together into a general class of goals), puts out consciousness considerations,
and only asserts that emotions are part of an overall global control machinery.
We prefer, for simplification reasons, that the agent is in control of its own mind
(cf. [8]). Making these choices, we can study what affects the decision-making
process (cf. figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Decision-making with the BVG architecture. Rectangles represent processes,
and ovals represent sets with the main mental concepts. Arrows depict the flow of data
through the decision process.



Our work has mostly addressed the deliberation (in the sense of pondering
of alternatives, since we regard ‘BDI-deliberation’ as a decision process in itself)
part of the decision process. However, there is something to be said about the
choosing stage. Once a sorting of the alternatives achieved, choosing can be as
simple as to pick the first of the list, but other heuristics can be used, such as
using an adequate probability distribution to pick one of the n first options, or
again using values to inform this new process.

The agent’s character is closely associated with his ability to choose the
best/most appropriate sub-goal, i.e., each agent (egotistic, laconic, deceiving,
etc.) has a specific policy for choosing/preferring some goal. The so-called per-
sonality of an agent means heuristics for re-ordering options for arranging con-
figurations (clusters) of preferences, in a n-dimensional space.

The agent prefers an action by selecting credibility values (set-of-support)
and by computing choice functions (policies), even amalgamating similar options
(sub-goals) before a decision comes out.

3 The BVG architecture

The BVG architecture roughly follows Castelfranchi’s principles for autonomy
contained in his “Double Filter Architecture” [8]. The reference schema of the
BVG architecture for decision-making includes goals, candidate actions to be
chosen from, beliefs about states of the world, and values about several things,
including desirability of those states. Values are dimensions along which situa-
tions are evaluated, and actions selected. By dimension we mean a non empty
set endowed with an order relation.

In the model proposed in [1], emotions have a determinant role in the control
of the choice process. One main role of emotions is to set the amount of time
available for a decision to be made. We proposed a cumulative method, that
improves the quality of the decision when time allows it. The idea is based
on the different importance of the other relevant values. Options are evaluated
against the most important values first.

The other key issue in the BVG architecture is the update of the choice
machinery based on assessments of the consequences of the previous decisions.
These assessments can be made in terms of (1) some measure of goodness (the
quality of the decision, measured through its consequences on the world); (2)
the same dimensions that the agent used for decision; and (3) a different set of
dimensions, usually the dimensions that the designer is interested in observing,
what amounts to look for emergent behaviour (cf. [3]).

Issues (1) and (2) were addressed in [3], where a cumulative choice function
F =

∑
ckFk was proposed, that, given some goal and alternatives characterised

by values Vk, would sort those alternatives out, selecting the best of them for
execution. Afterwards, the result of this decision gets evaluated and is fed back
into the choice mechanism. An appropriate function performs updates on the
features that are deemed relevant for the decision. For case (1), function G takes
an assessment in dimension Vn, and distributes credit to every vki, feature of



winning alternative i. In case (2), a more complex function H takes a multi-
dimensional assessment in V1 × · · · × Vn. In both cases, the choice function F
remains unchanged, since we sustain that our perception of alternatives is more
likely to change than the way we perform choice. For instance, if based on some
price-evaluating function P , we pick some wine for dinner and it turns out to be
bad, we will probably prefer to mark that wine as a bad choice than to change
P . P can no doubt change, but more slowly, and as a result of other factors,
like the perception that we constantly pick bad wines, or a major increase in our
income.

Case (3) relates the evaluation of the experiments to the behaviours of the
agents. We have a keen concern for autonomous behaviours. But autonomy can
only be located in the eyes of the observer. To be autonomous, some behaviour
need not be expected, but also not extravagant. This hard-to-define seasoning
will be transported into our agents by an update function such as described
above, but one that doesn’t depend exclusively on agent-available values. Re-
turning to the wines example, suppose someone invites us over to dinner. A
subservient friend would try to discover some wine we know and like to serve
us with dinner. An autonomous one would pick some wine of his preference, re-
gardless of the fact we don’t drink any alcohol. In between of these two extreme
behaviours is the concept of autonomy we are looking for. Our friend knows
what we like, and serves something close but new, knowing we will cherish his
care. A similar point was made in [4], where the opinions of a group of experts
are to be combined. The opinion of each expert receives an a priori weight, and
each expert aims at increasing his weight by being right most times about the
outcome of the decision. The proven optimal strategy is to keep honesty and
report one’s true opinion, even if locally it might appear as the worst choice.

4 Autonomy in BVG

We propose several steps in this move towards enhanced autonomy. First, let us
observe that adaptation and learning should be consequences of the interaction
between the agent and the world and its components. If the agent would adapt
as a result of any form of orders from its designer, it wouldn’t be adaptation or
learning, but design. Of course, if the agent is to respond to a user, this user
should be present in its world. Castelfranchi’s [8] postulates emphasise the role
of social interactions in the agent’s autonomy. We draw on these postulates to
introduce some of the mechanisms involved in agent interaction. For further work
on these issues, cf. [2].

Agents can share information, in particular evaluative information. Mecha-
nisms to deal with this information can be fit into BVG in two different ways.
(1) An agent receives information from another and treats it as if it was an
assessment made by himself (possibly filtered through a credibility assignment
function). Choice can be performed as always, since the new information was
incorporated into the old one and a coherent picture is available. (2) The re-
ceiving agent registers the new information together with the old one, and all



is considered together by the choice function F when the time comes. A new
component of F , say Fn+1, deals with the ‘imported’ information separately.

Agents can also share goals. They can pick goals from each other for several
reasons. We try to characterise those reasons by recurring to values. We have
addressed the adoption of goals by imitation (see [1]). Other reasons could be:
curiosity (the appeal of something new in the absence of foreseen drawbacks);
affect (the adoption of some goal just because it pleases (or serves) another
agent); etc. In section 5 we provide the mechanisms for some of these cases.

Finally, agents can share values. In humans, the acquisition of these takes
years, and relies heavily on some ingredients: some ‘higher’ value, or notion of
what’s good and what’s bad, that, by the way, we would postulate as a common
element to any ontology of values; intricate dedicated mechanisms, that include
some of the ones we have been addressing, but also more difficult ones like kid’s
playing and repeating (as opposed to usual computer-like ‘one-shot comprehen-
sion’ [11]). Our mechanisms for value sharing are necessarily simple, and consist
basically of conveying values and respective components of the choice and up-
date functions. Decisions to adopt are arbitrary, as we are at this point more
interested in looking at the effects of this operations in the performance of the
agents and their system.

5 Goal adoption

Castelfranchi defends an agent should adopt a goal only if this new goal serves
an already existent goal of his [8]. In [1] this idea is embodied into a goal adop-
tion rule and expanded into value-based goal adoption. The general mechanism
introduced was that of imitation. A possible goal is perceived and considered
for adoption according to the agent’s values. More complex rules were produced,
that were based on values as the links between goals of the different agents.

In the case we wanted to maintain Castelfranchi’s rule, our rule of adoption
by imitation is to adopt the candidate goal if there would be already a goal that
shared some value with the new goal to adopt. In the absence of a goal to be
served by the goal candidate for adoption, we propose another rule that would
base adoption upon the values concerning the imitated agent:

Adopt(agA,Goal((V1,ω1),...,(Vk,ωk))(agB, G0)) if
∃Bel(agA,Val(agB, ((Vi, ξi), . . . , (Vj , ξj))) :
∃Val(agA, ((Vi, ξ′i), . . . , (Vj , ξ

′
j))) :

∀m : i ≤ m ≤ j, sameValue(Vm, ξm, ξ′m) (1)

In this paper, we use a slightly different rule of adoption by imitation, by
adapting Castelfranchi’s requirement, while weakening the final condition linking
the two goals, i.e., the values of agB are known through the description of its
goal G0, and it suffices for agA to have one value coincident with the ones of agB



(we could have used agA’s goals to infer its values, but conflicts might occur):

Adopt(agA,Goal((V1,ω1),...,(Vk,ωk))(agB, G0)) if
∃Val(agA, (Va, ξa)) :
∃i(= a) ∈ {1, . . . , k} : sameValue(Vi, ωi, ξa) (2)

Now we introduce another mechanism for value-based adoption: curiosity. An
agent will adopt a goal from another agent if all of the values involved in this
goal are completely new to him:

Adopt(agA,Goal((V1,ω1),...,(Vk,ωk))(agB, G0)) if
¬∃a : [1 ≤ a ≤ k ∧Val(agA, (Va, ξa)] (3)

We end this section by clearing up what the predicate sameValue means in
the present framework. Given that most of our value features are numbers in a
bounded scale, we set as standards the mean point of that scale (in cases were
the scale is unbounded (V4, see section 7) we postulated a ‘normal’ mean value).
Agents define themselves with respect to each value by stipulating on which side
of that standard they are in the respective scale. So, in a scale from 0 to 20, with
standard 10, two agents with preference values 12 and 15 will be on the same
side (i.e., they share this value).

6 Orderings

In classical decision theory, we filter the set of possible options through a utility
function (U), and into a linear ordering [9]. In particular, options with the same
utility become indistinguishable. In the set of options, an equivalence relation ρ
becomes implicitly defined: aρb iff U(a) = U(b). But we want to distinguish a
from b, or rather, give the agent the possibility of choosing one of the two options,
based on its motivations. The agent’s motivations cannot be substituted by the
sole motivation of maximising (expected) utility.

The situations we want to address demand for orderings weaker than the
classical linear one, whether our standpoint is a deterministic analysis, or when
the states of the world are not fully known, and a uncertainty measure can
be associated: a probability, that depends on the agent’s parameters. It is very
clear to us that all uncertainty is prone to probabilisation, and this puts us
foundationally in a subjectivist perspective of probability. If this were not the
case, we would be stuck either with incomplete models or in situations where we
cannot quantify the uncertainty.

When we aim to serialise alternatives, we have several orderings on the dif-
ferent dimensions that are relevant to choice. These orderings are really quasi-
orderings (i.e., reflexive, transitive and non antisymmetrical) and may have di-
chotomy or not. With these quasi-orderings we can build clusters of alternatives.
Inside each cluster we can consider linear orderings, but the final decision must



consider the universe of the different clusters. The global ordering (of all alter-
natives) we aim to get is typically not total (doesn’t have dichotomy, because
different dimensions are not comparable) and not partial (doesn’t have antisym-
metry, to avoid the indistinguishability of equally ‘scoring’ options, as explained
above).

When we group alternatives in clusters built out of different dimensions, we
are in fact using a common process in decision. (No agent in a market really
knows all alternatives, only those that are accessible to him.) Clusterisation
allows for the decrease of complexity, by excluding alternatives from the search
spaces. Thus, the decision problem can be decomposed in simpler sub-problems.
But the problem of integrating the results of those sub-problems remains. This
integration or amalgamation of the relevant options must be made in terms of a
dihcotomic quasi-ordering, because two different options must be distinguished,
so that a choice can be performed. But the arrival at this ‘total’ mixture of
orderings happens only in execution-time, it does not represent an intrinsic (a
priori) property of the agent. And this allows for the evolution of the choice
machinery in its components.

7 Case-study: selecting wines

Experimentation has been conducted along a case study whose increasing com-
plexity demands for the successive introduction of our ideas. The general theme
is selection of wines by some intelligent agent. In [3], the agent would charac-
terise wines through five dimensions against which to evaluate them: (V1) the
rating of the producer; (V2) the quality of a given region in a given year, (V3)
the price; (V4) the window of preferable consumption; and (V5) the quality of
the given wine.

Choice would then be performed by calculating the result of a choice function
F =

∑5
k=1 ckFk for each of the alternatives, and then picking up the lowest

score. When the wines get tasted, the results of each tasting are fed back into
the agent’s choice machinery, and the impressions of the agent on the respective
wine are updated. These results can be a simple rating of the quality of the wine,
or a more complex qualitative description of the impressions of the wine. The
results of performing the update in either of these two ways (cases 2 and 3 in
section 3) led to different results on the agent’s selection procedure.

8 Results

Somewhat unrealistically, once our agent achieved a conclusion about the best
decision to be made, it would stick unconditionally to this decision: provided
stock availability, it would keep buying the same wine. The reasons for this
behaviour are clear, and have to do with the experimental setting not allowing
for enough openness in the world, i. e. there is not enough source of change. So
the agent does not have enough reason to change its choice. This is not such
a bad result in certain contexts, for instance, people tend to stick to the same



brand of car through large periods of their lives. This issue is linked with that
of cognitive consonance, in that the weight of the previous decision overwhelms
the desire to experiment new options (and the burden of carrying out a new
complete choice process).

The solution we adopted was to limit stock availability, and let agents com-
pete for the best wines, the market imposes itself on the agents. Other alterna-
tives (to be eventually addressed) would be to adapt the choice function F to
accommodate some novelty factor. This would amount to consider a new value
representing the fact that every time we buy some wine we have a little less will
to buy it again. In fact this amounts to using the ‘law of diminishing returns,’
classical in decision theory. Another solution would be to consider the choice
procedure not to produce a unique winning decision, but a set of winning deci-
sions from which our agent takes a probabilistically informed pick (see figure 1).
Each option in this set has a weight that comes from its contribution for the
global score of the set. With these weights we can build a random distribution.

A series of simulations addressed the issue of goal exchange. To minimise the
number of processes to control, we followed the policy of when in lack of reasons
to perform some action (taken from a class of similar actions), this selection is
arbitrarily done (usually using random numbers with adequate distribution). In
our simulation, an agent will drop a randomly selected goal once in every four
times he is active. This would allow us to concentrate on the mechanisms of goal
exchange, instead of those of goals mental management.

We took 26 agents, of which only 2 were endowed with some goals. In some
cases all goals were dropped rather quickly, whereas in others all agents had
virtually all goals. In the most interesting cases, goals start travelling through
the society. An agent who originally had all the goals may end up with just
two, although he has spread them around before loosing him. There’s the risk
of the society loosing goals, although that did not happen frequently. The big-
ger danger is of the society loosing sense. What was meant as a means of en-
hancing bonds (through the share of interests) in the society ended up caus-
ing chaos. A typical result after 1000 runs would be: agA, from his original
goals {g1, g2, g3, gd4, gd5, gd6} has goals {gd6, g3} only, he dropped goals some
14 times, including gd6 (so this goal was later adopted from another agent). Goal
gd4 was lost, although this never would happen for goals g1, g2, and g3 which
were originally also owned by agB. A total of 269 goals were dropped, and the
whole society has now 76 goals, spread through the agents. Two agents have no
goals, although all agents have had goals at some time.

When we cross these simulations with the choice-perform-update ones, we
reach the conclusion that what were the reasons for the selected actions may
have been lost, with a high probability. Agents are committed to selections but
they no longer have access to the rationality that caused those commitments,
and so will have trouble deciding whether or not to keep them. Even worse, this
hazards the update process and undermines the whole choice model, since this
model by and large depends on a feedback circle that is now broken.



It is apparent that the overlooking of grounded goal management was the
cause for this problem. The focus on preference-based choice was too heavy, and
a return to a more solidly built mental basis may be in need, before readdressing
the choice issues. This basis may as well be provided by BDI models, because of
their emphasis in the web of technical, well-founded and well-structured mental
states and corresponding relationships, and also because they are the inspiring
models of BVG. Nevertheless, this only means that the balance between goal
management and goal selection should be more thoroughly addressed. In no way
these results undermine the value of explicitly focussing on choice in the agent
architecture context.

9 Conclusions

The main driving force behind the BVG architecture has always been to design
new rationalities (cognitive agent idealisations) and to inquire into motivation:
what makes us do what we do; what allows us to balance what we ought to do,
with what we can do, with what we want to do. And even how do we rationalise a
bad (for our own judgement) decision in order not to pain over it again and again.
The BVG model is another way to surpass the usual difficulties associated with
the use of normative models from economics and decision theory (maximisation
of expected utility). It provides a framework where multiple values are used to
compute practical (good enough) decisions (reasoning from beliefs to values, and
after, to goals and actions), and then these values are updated according to the
outcome of those decisions. In this and other recent papers we have thrived to
show how this model produces enhanced autonomy in an environment where the
multiplicity of agents causes high complexity and unpredictability, by paying
more attention to the choice machinery besides optimisation. But, the topic
multiple agents is now in focus and the experiments done so far helped to improve
our ideas around a better BVG proposal.

Our model departs from BDI (where choice is done by maximisation), by
relaxing desires, and stating that agents need reasons for behaviour that surpass
the simple technical details of what can be done, how it can be done and when
it can be done. These reasons (which we might call ‘dirty,’ as opposed to ‘clean,’
logical ones) are then the basis of the agent’s character, and are founded on values
as representatives of the multiple agent’s preferences. With the experimentation
herein reported, we concluded that the dropping of those ‘clean’ reasons was
perhaps hasty, and even a preference-conscious agent must possess a sound basis
of logical mental concepts on which to ground. It is then only natural to return
again to BDI as a provider of such a machinery, and to build the multiple-
value schema on top of it. Another conclusion is the necessity of goals on which
to base behaviour. Values are not enough, even when they can cause goals to
be adopted. A careful weaving is still in order. However, we have found that
interesting behaviours can be obtained from our agents: we find independent
behaviours, as well as leaders and followers; we can observe several degrees of
adaptation to a choice pattern, depending on the parameters of the model; we



can follow the spread of goals through a society of value-motivated agents. The
agents’ exploration of the space of possibilities is carried out differently from
what would happen with a search procedure (even if guided by heuristics) since
is driven by the agents’ preferences, and these are heterogeneous.

Situated decision making is choosing among several alternatives and prefer-
ences in ways that emulate human beings. Alternatives are actions in the world,
that are selected according to preference rankings or probability judgements (n-
space values) to fit agent behaviours to precise dynamic contexts. Such an aim
is the key for autonomy.
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